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growth of the WT virus is required to induce an immune
response to the epitope (1, 10). This dynamic of immune
escape and reversion within the infected individual leads to
the transmission and persistence of both WT and EM virus
in the human population (28).
The ability of HIV to escape immune recognition presents
a significant problem for vaccine design, as vaccine efficacy
may be compromised by the rapid selection of EM virus.
The ideal vaccine may be one that targets immunogenic but
highly conserved regions of the virus, where immune escape
is not possible. However, in the absence of such invariant
epitopes, the ideal vaccine targets may be multiple epitopes
where immune escape leads to a very high fitness cost to the
virus (17, 21). Thus, immune escape, if it occurs, will lead to
a crippled virus with reduced pathogenic potential. One
method for estimating the fitness cost of escape mutation is
to measure the rate of reversion from EM to WT during
infection (11, 21). Thus, EM virus that reverts extremely
rapidly is assumed to do so because of significantly impaired
replicative capacity compared to WT virus. An EM virus
that reverts slowly is assumed to have little or no fitness cost.
If an EM virus has no fitness cost relative to that of the wild
type, it should eventually spread within the host population
to become the consensus sequence.
Studies of the rate of immune escape suggest that escape
can be completed extremely rapidly in acute infection, and
may be significantly slower during chronic infection (2, 24).
This appears due most likely to the peak of immune response observed in the first few weeks after infection. The
rate of reversion from EM to WT virus also appears to be
rapid if it occurs early during infection but slower if it occurs

Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) has a high mutation rate, leading to the rapid accumulation of viral variants
during infection. The immune response exerts a selective
pressure on the virus, leading to the outgrowth of viral
variants that have a reduced or no immune recognition. The
selection of an escape mutant (EM) virus has been observed
for humoral (34, 36) and CD4⫹ (19) and CD8⫹ (9, 32) T-cell
recognition of the virus. The sequential escape from immune response contributes to the clinical progression of the
infection over time (18), and at a population level, an increased number of escape mutations is associated with a
more advanced disease stage (5). However, the viral mutations that lead to the loss of immune recognition may also
impair the viral replicative capacity, the “fitness cost” of an
escape mutation. In the absence of immune pressure, the
advantage of the EM virus (i.e., reduced immune recognition) is lost, and the reduced replicative capacity of EM
virus compared to that of the wild-type (WT) virus leads to
a reversion from the EM to the WT virus. This has been
observed in vitro (15, 27), as well as in both humans and
macaques who lack the major histocompatibility complex
(MHC) molecules required for the recognition of the WT
epitope (10, 14, 22). A phase of transient reversion followed
by reescape has also been observed early after infection in
individuals bearing the required MHC, as at least some
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Infections with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and the closely related monkey viruses simian-human
immunodeficiency virus (SHIV) and simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) are characterized by progressive
waves of immune responses, followed by viral mutation and “immune escape.” However, escape mutation
usually leads to lower replicative fitness, and in the absence of immune pressure, an escape mutant (EM) virus
“reverts” to the wild-type phenotype. Analysis of the dynamics of immune escape and reversion has suggested
it is a mechanism for identifying the immunogens best capable of controlling viremia. We have analyzed and
modeled data of the dynamics of wild-type (WT) and EM viruses during SHIV infection of macaques. Modeling
suggests that the dynamics of reversion and immune escape should be determined by the availability of target
cells for infection. Consistent with this suggestion, we find that the rate of reversion of cytotoxic T-lymphocyte
(CTL) EM virus strongly correlates with the number of CD4ⴙ T cells available for infection. This phenomenon
also affects the rate of immune escape, since this rate is determined by the balance of CTL killing and the WT
fitness advantage. This analysis predicts that the optimal timing for the selection of immune escape
variants will be immediately after the peak of viremia and that the development of escape variants at later
times will lead to slower selection. This has important implications for comparative studies of immune
escape and reversion in different infections and for identifying epitopes with high fitness cost for use as
vaccine targets.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
In vivo studies. The experimental studies of viral loads of EM and wild-type
virus have been published previously (23). Briefly, we studied pigtail
macaques (Macaca nemestrina) infected with the CXCR4-tropic SHIV
(SHIVmn229) virus. The SHIVmn229 stock is composed of ⬃90% of the K165R
SIV Gag mutation, which escapes the immunodominant Mane-A*10⫹ restricted KP9-specific CD8⫹ CTL epitope. We studied eight animals in detail,
where we had frequent measurements of KP9-specific T cells, EM and WT
viral loads, and CD4⫹ T cells. Four animals were Mane-A*10 negative (4194,
4301, H20, and 1.1705) and used to study reversion of the EM KP9 to the WT,
and four animals were Mane-A*10 positive (6167, 5712, 5614, and 6276) and
used to study transient reversion and reescape at KP9. Two of these four
Mane-A*10⫹ macaques had received T-cell-based vaccines (animal 6276 received DNA prime and fowlpox virus [DNA/FPV] boost vaccines; animal
5614 received DNA vaccines only) prior to the SHIV challenge. We chose
vaccinated and control animals in order to assess the impact of prior induction of KP9-specific CD8⫹ T cells on escape rates. The dynamics of the EM
and WT viruses at the SIV Gag KP9 epitope were measured by using a novel
quantitative real-time PCR assay as reported recently (24). CD4⫹ T-cell

counts and the number of KP9-specific CD8⫹ T cells (detected using KP9/
Mane-A*10 tetramers) were measured by flow cytometry (6, 8).
A simple model of reversion. The simplest model of reversion is based on the
basic model of virus dynamics, with the wild-type (W) and EM (M) viruses
competing for infection of target cells
dIW
⫽ kWWT ⫺ ␦IW
dt

(1)

dIM
⫽ kMMT ⫺ ␦IM
dt
dW
⫽ p WI W ⫺ c WW
dt
dM
⫽ p MI M ⫺ c MM
dt
In equation 1, T is the (time-varying) number of uninfected CD4⫹ T cells that are
targets for infection by the virus. It represents the common environment in which
both strains grow. IW and IM are the cells infected by the WT and EM viruses,
respectively. The infectivity values kW and kM characterize the rate of infection
of target cells by WT or EM virus, and ␦ is the death rate of infected cells. We
assume that WT and EM sequences differ only in one epitope. In the absence of
immune recognition of the epitope, the infected cells from the two strains of
virus will decay at the same rate (since cytopathic effects and immune-mediated
killing through other epitopes should occur at the same rate). Under these
circumstances, even if we allow the immune response to be time dependent, the
death rates for both strains will be the same at all times. Production and clearance rates of free WT and EM virus are given by pW and pM and by cW and cM,
respectively.
We assume that all parameters, with the possible exception of ␦, are constant
in time. This not only implies a simple dynamic of target cells, infected cells, and
virus but also neglects the possibility of the properties of WT and EM virus
populations changing in time due to compensatory mutations. In this model, we
have also neglected the point mutations of EM into WT and vice versa during the
course of infection.
Since the turnover of virions is generally faster than the turnover of infected
cells (ci ⬎⬎ ␦i, where i ⫽ W,M), the number of infected cells closely follows the
viral load, IW ⫽ (cW/pW)W and IM ⫽ (cM/pM)M, so that the instantaneous rates
of exponential growth gW and gM of the WT and EM virus can be, to a good
approximation (31), written as
gW ⫽

d ln W
1 dW
pW
T ⫺ ␦共t兲 ⬅ rWT共t兲 ⫺ ␦共t兲
⫽
⫽ kW
dt
W dt
cW

gM ⫽

d ln M
1 dM
pM
T ⫺ ␦共t兲 ⬅ rMT共t兲 ⫺ ␦共t兲,
⫽
⫽ kM
dt
M dt
cM

(2)

where rW ⫽ kWpW/cW and rM ⫽ kMpM/cM are the replicative capacities of the WT
and EM virus, respectively. Replicative capacity is a compound effect of virus
infectivity, production, and clearance, while target cells represent the most important feature of their shared environment. Positive values of gW and gM, when
replication exceeds death, imply an increase in the viral load of each type, while
negative values imply decay.
We define the instantaneous reversion rate, R(t), at a given time, t, as the
difference between the growth rates of WT and EM virus
R共t兲 ⫽ gW ⫺ gM ⬅ 共rW ⫺ rM兲T共t兲

(3)

where rW ⫺ rM is the absolute fitness cost of the escape mutation or the absolute
selection advantage of WT virus.
The relative growth of each type of virus depends not only on the different
fitness of different virus types but also on the environment, most importantly on
the target cell availability. When target cells are abundant, both types of virus will
grow fast, and the differences in replicative capacity will in short time result in
large differences in the viral load of each type. When target cells are scarce, the
same differences in replicative capacity will result in a much slower change in the
viral load ratio. Thus, the fitness cost of escape mutation may vary over time. We
define the basic fitness cost as the fitness cost at a normal target cell number (i.e.,
soon after infection, before a significant number of CD4⫹ T cells is infected or
lost). The effective fitness cost is the fitness cost experienced at any point in time,
dependent on the number of target cells available.
Similar reasoning was used previously (4, 26) to determine the relative fitness
cost from in vitro reversion experiments. However, instead of the target cell
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later in disease (24). Thus, the time at which the competition between EM and WT virus occurs appears to be an
important determinant of the rate of selection and is an
important consideration in comparing the rates of escape
and reversion between different infection models or between different epitopes. In particular, in some circumstances, both WT and EM virus may be present and begin
competing from the time of infection, and thus the rates of
escape and reversion can be measured during acute infection. However, in many circumstances (and most likely in
natural infection), there may be a delay before one variant
arises from the other due to mutation. If the strength of the
selection wanes with time, then the observed rate of selection will be intimately linked with the time at which the
mutant first arises (24).
Cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) kill infected target cells,
and we hypothesized that target cell availability could be a
crucial variable affecting the rates of immune escape and reversion. Here, we apply a mathematical modeling approach to
clarify how the underlying virus and target (CD4⫹ T lymphocyte) cell dynamics cause the time dependence of reversion
and escape rates. We then compare these model predictions
with the dynamics of reversion and escape observed in vivo
using a recently reported real-time PCR-based assay for measuring the absolute levels of EM and WT variants in simianhuman immunodeficiency virus (SHIV) infection of macaques.
Although X4-tropic SHIV differs from HIV in the range of
CD4⫹ T cells available for infection, the X4-tropic SHIV has
an advantage in its target cell pool being known and measurable at all times.
We find that the rate of reversion is directly proportional to
the number of available uninfected CD4⫹ T-cell targets. Thus,
animals have a high reversion rate immediately after infection,
due to a high basic fitness cost at normal CD4 T-cell levels.
However, this maximal reversion rate declines substantially as
CD4⫹ T cells are depleted. As a consequence, the effective
fitness cost of the EM virus declines rapidly over the course of
infection, leading to the reduced reversion rate observed at
later stages of infection. Since the rate of escape is the balance
of immune pressure and the effective fitness cost at any time,
this has important implications for the dynamics of immune
escape and control in vivo.
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number, the authors used an unknown function of time to characterize the
environment shared by WT and EM virus.
Since the escape mutation carries a fitness cost, rW ⬎ rM, the reversion rate in
this simple model is always positive, meaning that WT virus will always outgrow
EM virus if they are both present at the start of infection, when there is a large
amount of available target cells and no immune response. The higher replicative
fitness of WT will result either in faster growth or in slower decay.
Measuring the reversion rate from experimental data. The experimental data
typically contain viral loads for wild-type (W) and EM (M) virus at different time
points. The growth rates of the WT and EM, gW and gM, cannot then be found
at each time point as in equation 2 but are defined between end points of a time
interval. If viral loads are measured at time points ts and te, the growth rates of
WT gW and EM gM in a time interval starting at ts and ending at te are determined
from the experimental data, as follows
ln 关W共te兲/W共ts兲兴
te ⫺ ts

gM共ts, te兲 ⫽

ln 关M共te兲/M共ts兲兴
te ⫺ ts

(4)

The growth rate is the average rate of exponential growth between the end points
of the time interval. Negative growth rate implies decay.
The reversion rate, R, is again defined between end points of an interval,
instead of at a single time point as in equation 3. In the time interval between ts
and te, the reversion rate is defined (11) as the difference between the growth
rates of equation 4 of the WT and EM virus in the same interval
R共ts, te兲 ⫽ gW共ts, te兲 ⫺ gM共ts, te兲

(5)

which can be equivalently expressed in terms of the relative frequencies, z(t) ⫽
W(t)/M(t), or in terms of WT and EM fractions, fW(t) ⫽ W(t)/[W(t) ⫹ M(t)] and
fM(t) ⫽ M(t)/[W(t) ⫹ M(t)]
ln 关z共te兲/z共ts兲兴
ln 关fW共te兲/fM共te兲兴 ⫺ ln 关fW共ts兲/fM共ts兲兴
⫽
te ⫺ ts
te ⫺ ts

R共ts, te兲 ⫽

(6)

This rate represents the estimate of the absolute difference between the replication rates of the two virus strains, with different sequences at the chosen
epitope.
Measured reversion rate and target cell count in experimental data. If WT
and EM virus differ only in one epitope and there are no mutations during the
course of infection, then from equation 3, we expect the reversion rate to be
proportional to the target cell number at each time point. However, both target
cell numbers and viral loads are measured at discrete time points, and the
reversion rate can be found experimentally only between end points ts and te of
a time interval, as in equation 5. So, what is the relationship between equation 5
and equation 3? We observe that the experimental reversion rate equation 5
between ts and te can be written as the integral of the difference of instantaneous
growth rates, so that
te

R共ts, te兲 ⫽

1
te ⫺ ts

冕

te

rW ⫺ rM
d
(ln W ⫺ ln M)dt ⫽
dt
te ⫺ ts

ts

冕

T共t兲dt ⫽ 共rW ⫺ rM兲T共ts, te兲

(7)
meaning that the reversion rate equation 5 between ts and te will be proportional
to the average number of target cells, T(ts, te), in this interval. Since the target
cells are usually measured only at the end points, one needs to choose how to
interpolate their number between the end points in order to evaluate the area
under the curve on the right hand side of equation 7. If linear interpolation is
chosen, the reversion rate, R(ts, te), will correspond to T(ts, te) ⫽ [T(ts) ⫹ T(te)]/2.
If we assume exponential growth/decay, it will correspond to
Te ⫺ Ts
ln 关T共te兲/T共ts兲兴

E共t兲 ⫽ gM ⫺ gW ⫽ ␦W共t兲 ⫺ ␦M共t兲 ⫺ 共rW ⫺ rM兲T共t兲

(8)

Although neither interpolation method is entirely justified, we chose the exponential method defined by equation 8.
A simple model of escape. In escape, the mutant has the same replicative
disadvantage as in reversion, but while the specific WT epitope is recognized by
the CTLs, EM escapes CTL recognition at this epitope. The net effect of increased CTL killing of the WT virus is that the mutant with lower replicative

(9)

becomes positive. This happens when the damaging results of increased killing of
WT-infected cells overcome its replicative advantage. The difference between
WT-infected and EM-infected cell death rates is not related to target cell numbers, but we expect it to increase with CD8⫹ numbers associated with the escape
epitope. The effects of the replicative advantage will be, on the other hand, more
beneficial for WT virus when there are more target cells available.
If we assume that the WT-infected and EM-infected cell death rates are
different (␦W ⬎ ␦M) but do not change in time, then escape is faster at low
numbers of targets (usually in the viral load decay phase). In contrast, the ability
of the EM virus to establish infection depends on its ability to grow at the time
of its appearance (gM ⫽ rMT ⫺ ␦M must be positive), which is larger for a larger
target pool. Therefore, for a constant difference in death rates, the escape rate
is the lowest where the EM growth rate is the highest.
In reality, the time dependence of the escape rate is due to both the target cell
limitation and the WT-specific immune response changing in time. This is why
EM does not have to have an advantage at all times.
In the expression for escape rate equation 9, the last term on the right-hand
side actually represents the reversion that would occur if there were no specific
CTL killing of WT-infected cells. If we know the difference between the replicative capacities of the WT and the EM, rW ⫺ rM, from reversion experiments
with the same virus and can measure the observed escape rate, E, we can
estimate the time-dependent WT killing rate, K, from
K共t兲 ⫽ ␦W共t兲 ⫺ ␦M共t兲 ⫽ E共t兲 ⫹ 共rW ⫺ rM兲T共t兲

(10)

Estimating escape rate from experimental data. The escape rate, E (or the
replacement rate of the WT by the EM), between time points ts and te is
calculated from the difference between the growth rates (equation 4) of the EM
and WT
E共ts, te兲 ⫽ gM共ts, te兲 ⫺ gW共ts, te兲 ⫽ ⫺

ln 关z共te兲/z共ts兲兴
te ⫺ ts

(11)

where z(t) ⫽ W(t)/M(t).
From the experimental data, we can determine only the escape rate in a given
time interval, so that the killing rate in the time interval (ts, te) is
K共ts, te兲 ⫽ E共ts, te兲 ⫹ 共rW ⫺ rM兲T共ts, te兲

(12)

where T(ts, te) is the average number of target cells in the interval.

RESULTS
ⴙ

ts

T共ts, te兲 ⫽

capacity appears fitter in this environment and gets the sufficient selective advantage to overtake the wild type.
In the simple model of WT and EM dynamics equation 1, escape occurs
when the death rate of WT-infected cells, ␦W, becomes higher than the death
rate of EM-infected cells, ␦M, because of WT-specific CTL killing, so that the
escape rate

The CD4 T-cell number determines the reversion rate. It
has been conjectured that the reversion rate should follow
general virus growth trends (18). However, we have found that
the correlation between the total viral load growth rate and the
reversion rate is weak (24). We hypothesized that a more
important driver of the reversion of EM virus would be the
viruses’ ability to grow and replicate efficiently when they expand exponentially in large numbers of available target cells.
Analysis of the basic model of viral dynamics suggests that the
rate at which reversion occurs should be directly proportional
to the number of uninfected target cells (equation 3). Therefore, we compared the rate of reversion at different time intervals to the total CD4⫹ T-cell count in peripheral blood.
Since SHIVmn229 is a CXCR4-tropic virus and can thus infect
both naı̈ve and memory CD4⫹ T cells, it was not necessary to
consider the different potential subsets of CD4⫹ T cells. Using
experimental data for the viral loads of WT and EM virus over
time, measured using quantitative real-time PCR, we estimated the reversion rates over time in macaques, following
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infection with SHIVmn229. The SHIVmn229 challenge stock
used has been shown to be ⬃10% WT and ⬃90% EM virus at
the KP9 epitope, and thus, both viral variants were present at
the time of infection. The calculated reversion rates and the
CD4⫹ T-cell numbers over frequent time intervals during
acute and postacute SHIV infection for the four animals are
shown in Fig. 1A to D. There was a close temporal relationship
between reversion rates and CD4⫹ T-cell levels.
If we plot the reversion rate against the average number of
target CD4⫹ T-cells (estimated using equation 8) in each interval, we find a strong correlation (Fig. 2A), albeit with a
different slope for each animal. However, the normal number
of CD4⫹ T cells in blood is quite variable among healthy
animals (and humans) and may simply reflect the proportion of
the total body CD4⫹ T-cell pool in the blood of that animal,
whereas the total body pool may be more consistent between
animals. In order to overcome this, instead of considering the
absolute number of CD4⫹ T cells in the animal’s blood, we
may consider the relative number of CD4⫹ T cells at any time
compared to the baseline number for that animal. If we
normalize the number of targets at any time by the average
number during the first week, we see that there is a strong
relationship between the reversion rate and the relative
target cell number in the different animals (r2 ⫽ 0.552; P ⫽
0.0003) (Fig. 2B).
The slope of this line is a measure of how the observed
reversion rate varies with target cell number. We interpret this

result as implying that the different slopes in Fig. 3A do not
reflect different replicative capacities of WT and EM virus in
different animals but that they reflect different percentages of
the (generally quite similar) total body CD4⫹ numbers found
in blood of different animals.
In one animal (Fig. 1D, 1.7105), reversion did not follow the
general pattern predicted by equation 3. In this animal, there
was no reversion during the first week of infection, but later on,
the reversion rate followed the trend of CD4 numbers. This
1-week delay in reversion cannot be explained within the
framework of our simple model but may require a more complex description with, for example, explicit delays and separate
treatment of latently infected cells. The point corresponding to
the initial zero reversion rate in this animal is shown in Fig. 2
(gray circles).
Predicting periods when new mutants are unable to grow.
The observation that reduced target cell numbers lead to reduced effective fitness cost later in infection implies that reversion in vivo for the same epitope will occur with various
rates during the course of infection. In the cases we have
studied here, animals were infected with a mixture of WT and
EM virus, and thus, there was no requirement for the virus to
mutate to generate the competing quasi-species. However, in
many HIV-1 transmission settings, a clonal population of WT
or EM virus will be transmitted (13), and the competing virus
must first be generated through mutation, then survive the
early period of growth, and then compete to become dominant
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FIG. 1. Relationship between CD4⫹ T-cell numbers and reversion rate. For each animal, the number of CD4⫹ T cells (right-side axis) is plotted
against the estimated rate of reversion (left-side axis) during each time interval. The reversion rate and CD4⫹ T-cell number appear closely linked
over time, with the exception of the first time interval for animal 1.7105, where no reversion is observed in the first time period (circles). Gray areas
indicate time periods where reversion was unable to be calculated.
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in vivo. This process will often lead to a significant delay before
the WT-revertant virus is detected, and depending on when
this occurs, we predict different dynamics will be observed.
Where the WT virus is present early in infection, it will benefit
from a high effective fitness cost of escape mutation and be
rapidly selected. However, where WT virus is first generated
around the peak of infection (the nadir of target cells during
acute infection), either it may compete poorly with EM virus
(which has a low effective fitness cost at low target cell numbers) or it may even be lost if target cells at the nadir are
already severely depleted by the mutant virus. In chronic infection, low target cell numbers will lead to a slow reversion to
the WT virus.
This response can be better understood from Fig. 3, in which
the variation in target cell numbers during the infection by EM
virus is shown. In the steady state, when the EM virus is neither
growing nor decaying (gM ⫽ 0, in equation 2), the target cell
number will be at the equilibrium level, at T*M ⫽ ␦/rM. For
target cell numbers higher than the T*M value, the EM virus

will grow, and for target cell numbers lower than the T*M
value, it will decay (equation 2). The target cell number that
would lead to the set point (equilibrium level) in WT virus
infection is always lower than the equilibrium target cell level
in EM infection (because the WT has a higher replication
rate); thus, T*M ⫽ ␦/rW ⬍ T*M. If the WT appears by mutation
during the EM infection when T is more than T*M (i.e., the
target cell number is greater than the equilibrium level for the
WT virus, which occurs with early infection or in chronic infection), the WT virus will be able to grow and eventually
outgrow the EM virus. Around the nadir of target cells, when
the number of target cells is less than the equilibrium value for
the WT virus (T ⬍ T*M; Fig. 3A), the basic reproductive ratio
for the WT virus will be ⬍1, and if the WT virus initially arises
here, it will likely be lost.
Thus, depending on the timing of when the WT virus arises,
it has a higher or lower probability of survival. If it arises early
and expands sufficiently during the period of high target cell
availability, then it will not be lost during the contraction phase
of virus and will still slowly overtake the EM virus but at a very
low rate. If it just appeared by mutation at such low target cell
numbers, it would disappear because it would not be able to
grow. The possibility of growth of the WT virus around the
target cell nadir in the EM infection depends on the cost of the
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FIG. 2. Reversion rate is strongly correlated with CD4⫹ T-cell number. (A) The calculated reversion rate and absolute CD4⫹ T-cell number
are plotted for each animal. (B) The number of CD4⫹ T cells is normalized to the baseline level for each animal. There is a significant correlation
between normalized CD4 levels and reversion rates (values for Spearman’s test are indicated). For the purposes of calculating effective
fitness cost used later in the study, the linear relationship (dashed line)
between normalized CD4 level and reversion rate was estimated, excluding the data for animal 1.7105 (for this line, r2 ⫽ 0.97; P ⬍ 0.0001).

FIG. 3. Conditions for growth of the WT virus if it appears by
mutation later in the EM infection. When a viral strain arises de novo
by mutation, it must have an initial growth rate greater than zero in
order to spread. During the nadir in target cell numbers in acute
infection, it is possible that the WT virus will be unable to propagate
because of extremely low target cell levels (gray area) if there is a low
basic fitness cost of the EM virus (A). At high basic fitness cost of EM
virus the WT virus will always have a positive growth rate (B). The
same arguments apply to the spread of the EM virus in WT infection.
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TABLE 1. Basic fitness cost overestimates killing ratea

Animal

Maximum
escape rate
(Emax/day)

CTL killing rate
estimated plus
basic fitness
cost (Rmax ⫹
Emax/day)

CTL killing
rate estimated
using effective
fitness cost
(E ⫽ Emax/day)

6276
5614
5712
6167

0.514
0.409
0.252
0.046

0.898
0.793
0.636
0.430

0.606
0.570
0.253
0.054

a
The maximum escape rate was estimated for four animals infected with
SHIVmn229. The CTL killing rate through the KP9 epitope was then calculated
in two ways. First, we estimated the killing rate as previously described, using the
maximum reversion rate observed (the basic fitness cost). CTL killing was substantially lower when it was estimated by using the effective fitness cost calculated
from the number of CD4⫹ T-cell targets at the time of escape.

FIG. 4. Estimating the killing rate using the effective fitness cost.
(A) The measured escape rate (black) and estimated effective fitness
cost (red, estimated from the relationship described in the legend to
Fig. 2B) are shown for animal 6276. The estimated killing rate is the
sum of the escape rate and effective fitness cost. In late escape, the
effective fitness cost is almost negligible. (B) The WT-specific killing
rate estimated using an earlier approach (red, determined using the
basic fitness cost, as in reference 11) tends to overestimate the actual
killing rate. The actual WT-specific killing rate (black bars) estimated
using the effective fitness cost is substantially lower at all times after
the first time interval. The maximal escape rate does not necessarily
coincide with the maximum killing rate.
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escape mutation. If the cost is high and the replicative capacity
of the EM is much impaired (rM ⬍⬍ rW), then target cells will
not be sufficiently depleted, even at the nadir, and the WT
infection will always be able to spread (Fig. 3B). The windows
where the WT cannot appear despite its replicative advantage
exist only if the cost of escape mutation is not too high.
Similar arguments apply to the propagation and survival of
the EM during WT infection in escape, but here the situation
is more complex because the amount of depletion at the nadir
of target cells in WT infection depends on the effectiveness of
CTL killing at this time point.
Estimating the killing rate from the escape rate. The observed rate of immune escape is the balance of the immune
advantage of the EM virus avoiding CTL recognition versus
the fitness costs of escape. The immune advantage in this case
is the reduced CTL killing rate of the EM virus. Thus, the CTL
killing rate can be inferred as the sum of the observed escape
rate and the fitness cost. We previously estimated the killing
rate at the KP9 epitope to be 1.31 day⫺1 during acute infection
(11). However, this estimate included the basic fitness cost
(maximal reversion rate estimated during the first week, 0.38
day⫺1) and the maximal escape rate (estimated during the
third and fourth week). Since the effective reversion rate is
substantially lower during the third and fourth week, using the
basic reversion rate estimated in the first week will tend to
overestimate the killing rate (16). Understanding the relationship between the target cell number and the reversion rate
described above allows us to estimate the effective fitness cost
at any time from data for the number of target cells, using
equation 12. We determined the difference in replicative capacities from the slope of the line in Fig. 2B [(rW ⫺ rM) Tbaseline ⫽
0.387 ⫾ 0.02 day⫺1], obtained by linear regression without
taking into account the anomalous data points belonging to
animal 1.7105 (for this line, r2 ⫽ 0.97; P ⬍ 0.0001).
In order to examine the relationship between virus escape
and epitope-specific CD8⫹ T cells, we followed the escape
rates and KP9-specific CTL levels in four responder (ManeA*10-positive) macaques infected with SHIVmn229, which demonstrated an early reversion to the WT, followed by reescape
(described in references 10 and 24). Table 1 illustrates the
differences in killing rates estimated by using the basic fitness
cost value versus the effective fitness cost value. The mean
basic fitness cost estimated from the maximal reversion rate in
the first week is 0.38 day⫺1. Using this estimate of fitness cost

(and adding it to the escape rate), we would estimate the
killing rates at between 0.43 day⫺1 and 0.90 day⫺1 (equivalent
to the half-lives for killing through the KP9 epitope of approximately 18 to 39 h). However, since the maximal escape rate
occurred later in infection, the effective fitness costs at this
time were significantly lower. Incorporating the effective fitness
costs into the killing rate calculation leads to significantly lower
estimates of the killing rate, from 0.05 day⫺1 to 0.61 day⫺1
(equivalent to the half-lives for killing through KP9 of between
approximately 27 h and 13 days) (Table 1). In fact, escape and
killing rates differ significantly only when there is not much
CD4⫹ depletion (Fig. 4A). In addition, the timing of maximal
killing rate can also change once the effective fitness cost is
considered. That is, since the maximal effective fitness cost, R,
does not coincide with the highest escape rate, E (Fig. 4A), so
maximal CTL killing may not occur at the maximum of observed escape rate (Fig. 4B). For animal 6276, the maximal
escape rate is between days 10 and 13, and thus, when the basic
fitness cost is considered, the maximal killing rate occurs at the
same time. When the effective fitness cost is added, the maximal killing rate is found to be between days 7 and 10.
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Killing rate correlates poorly with the specific CD8ⴙ T-cell
number. Once the killing rate can be accurately estimated from
data for EM and WT viral loads and CD4⫹ T-cell count, it is
expected that this should be directly correlated with the magnitude of the CD8⫹ T-cell response to the epitope. In Fig. 5,
we show a time course for the killing rate and the KP9-specific
CD8⫹ numbers for two vaccinated animals, 6276, vaccinated
with the DNA/FPV vaccine (Fig. 5A), and 5614, vaccinated
with DNA only (Fig. 5B). The killing rate generally follows the
trend of CD8⫹ numbers in both animals. The DNA/FPV vaccine (animal 6276) appears at first sight to be more efficient
than the DNA-only vaccine (animal 5614), since it generates
approximately 10-fold larger epitope-specific CTL levels at all
times. However, if we compare the killing rates, we see that
they are quite similar, implying that the CTL number is not
always indicative of their efficiency.
When we plotted the WT-specific killing rates for all four
Mane-A*10⫹ animals against the number of KP9-specific
CD8⫹ T cells present at that time (measured using MHC class
I peptide tetramers), we found that there was no significant
correlation, as shown in Fig. 6A. The poor correlation (Spearman’s r ⫽ 0.1395; P ⫽ 0.403) is mostly due to the three points

with negative killing rates (i.e., reversion to the WT) at elevated CTL levels (Fig. 5A and 6A, circled in gray), belonging
to animal 6276. These points correspond to surprisingly large
fluctuations from the highest killing rate to the very lowest (or
even negative) killing rates observed also with control animals
6167 and 5712. (The negative killing rate value would mean an
advantage of the WT larger than expected from its fitness
advantage without any CTL killing.)
It is not clear if the large fluctuations in killing rate and the
lack of significant correlations between CTL killing and CTL
numbers are consequences of statistical errors in the determination of WT and EM viral loads at different time points or if
they reflect some unexplained effect of CTL control not taken
into account in our model (e.g., latently infected cells, the role
of CD4⫹ T-cell help [25] for the activation of killing functionality of CTLs, or noncytolytic CTL function).
The large fluctuations are often seen around the peaks of
both viral load and CTL numbers. Although such fluctuations
appear unusual, similar fluctuations and negative escape rates
closely following the periods of the fastest outgrowth of the
mutant were also found in four out of the eight animals described in a recent paper in which the role of CD4⫹ T-cell help
in CTL killing in SIV viral escape was estimated (25). In that
study, the authors assumed the direct proportionality between
the killing rate, K, and the CTL numbers, EW [K(t) ⫽ EW(t)],
and found the best fit for the killing constant, , from the time
dependence of the EM fraction in time. The periods of negative escape rates were smoothed out in this process. We did not
make any assumptions about the form of dependence between
CTL numbers and killing rate and avoided data manipulation
such as smoothing in order not to mask any real effects.
Surprisingly, we found a significant correlation between the
CD4⫹ T-cell numbers from all four animals and killing rates
(Fig. 6C, Spearman’s P ⫽ 0.0008). Although the correlations
were not significant from the smaller number of data points in
each individual animal, the correlation values were consistently
stronger for the CD4⫹ T-cell numbers and the WT-killing rate
than for the correlation between the number of tetramerpositive cells and the WT-killing rate. The positive correlation
between target cell numbers and killing rate supports the hypothesis of the need for CD4⫹ help in CTL killing (25). It is
also consistent with some noncytolytic CTL function. The effect of noncytolytic control of infection (either by KP9-specific
or other CTL) would be to reduce the effective fitness cost by
decreasing the overall replication of the virus and would therefore be proportional to the target cell numbers in addition to
the dependence on CTL levels.
DISCUSSION
Identifying HIV vaccine targets based upon the rate of escape or inferred fitness cost of these epitopes is a step toward
the rational design of better T-cell vaccines (11, 14, 20). In
addition, a comparison of escape rates and fitness costs has
been performed between HIV and SHIV/SIV infection (3) and
between epitopes in the same infection (14, 23) to understand
immune control of virus. A major difficulty with previous studies is that these comparisons are often performed at different
stages of infection and may therefore be confounded by the
different dynamics of infection (24). In vitro studies have pre-
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FIG. 5. Rapid fluctuations in the killing rate around the peak of
CTL. Although the estimated killing rate generally follows the magnitude of the CD8⫹ T-cell response, there are major fluctuations from
the highest to the very lowest observed killing rate around the peak of
the CD8⫹ T-cell response in animals 6276 and 5614. Animal 6276 even
has negative killing rates in three time intervals (circled in gray). This
suggests a more complicated dynamic of immune control than would
be predicted by a straight “CD8-killing” model.
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FIG. 6. Poor correlation between KP9-specific CD8⫹ T-cell numbers and the killing rate. The number of KP9-specific CD8⫹ T cells (detected
using MHC class I peptide tetramers) is relatively poorly correlated with the estimated killing rate in individual animals.

viously suggested that target cell availability may play a role in
the viral competition between drug-resistant and wild-type viruses (35). Here we demonstrate that a basic viral dynamics
model predicts a relationship between the rate of reversion of
escape mutation and the number of target CD4⫹ T cells available for infection and that this relationship is observed for
experimental studies of reversion in vivo for the CXCR4-tropic
SHIV infection of pigtail macaques, where target cells can be
easily identified and measured. Importantly, the maximal reversion rate estimated very early in infection gives an estimate
of the basic fitness cost (the fitness cost in the presence of
normal target cell numbers), but the effective fitness cost
(fitness cost at a given time or number of target cells) is
often much lower than this. Thus, depending on when the

WT virus arises, it may revert rapidly, die out early, or revert
slowly (Fig. 7A).
Similarly, the rate of immune escape will be significantly
affected by the timing of generation of the EM virus. Figure 7B
shows what we would expect if the preferential CTL killing of
the WT-infected target cells were constant in time (␦W and ␦M
in equation 9 are constants). Immediately after infection, the
EM virus pays the highest effective fitness cost, and thus, the
EM virus will be selected during this time only if it has extremely low fitness costs or if there is extremely high CTL
killing. By contrast, the fastest escape will be observed when
target cells are depleted following the peak of viremia. At this
time, even EM viruses with extremely high fitness costs may be
selected. In chronic infection, effective fitness costs are still
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relatively low, so viruses with high fitness costs or low CTL
killing can be selected. Importantly, the early dynamics are
extremely fast, and definitions of acute infection may span
periods of extremely high, low, or intermediate effective fitness
cost, and care must be taken when comparing these periods.
It should be stressed at this point that our model (expressed
in equation 1 and Fig. 7) represents an idealized picture of
reversion and escape, with approximations regarding both the
virus populations and target cell numbers. In the model, we
assume that the WT and EM virus populations differ only at
one epitope and do not experience compensatory mutations
that might change their fitness over the course of infection.
However, the real-time PCR assay used in the experimental
studies measures all virus particles with the WT sequence at
the KP9 epitope. Similarly, measurements of the EM virus
represent all virus particles with the EM sequence at the same
epitope. Thus, this approach would not detect compensatory

mutations or escape at other epitopes that may evolve over the
course of infection. We note that in our previous studies using
direct sequencing of the viral Gag gene (10, 11), we have
sequenced many hundreds of WT and EM viruses on multiple
occasions and have not detected any clear patterns of compensatory or other mutations that might affect selection. Thus, it
seems unlikely that compensatory mutations are playing a
large role in affecting viral fitness in this study.
With respect to the target cells, the model implicitly assumes
that all target cells can be infected with equal probability by
each strain of virus (i.e., WT or EM) and would produce the
same amount of virus when infected. However, the replicative
capacity of virus is thought to differ between naı̈ve and memory
CD4 T cells and according to the activation state of the cell
(39). Moreover, the number and activation state of targets in
different subsets may change in time, affecting the replicative
capacity of virus (33). Thus, although we assume that the
CD4⫹ T-cell measurements in peripheral blood always reflect
the availability of target cells, both the location of target cells
in different anatomical locations, their phenotypes, and the
activation state of these cells may differ with time. In our study,
we observed a linear relationship between the target cell levels
and the reversion rate, suggesting that the effects of compensatory mutations and variations in subsets of CD4⫹ T cells and
their distributions in anatomical compartments were negligible, so that reversion rate was nearly “ideal.”
Although our study was limited to an X4-tropic SHIV, we
expect much of the analysis regarding the target cell dependence of reversion and escape rates is applicable to R5-tropic
SIV and HIV infections under the idealized conditions considered in the model. However, in CCR5-tropic virus infections
such as those caused by HIV and SIV, estimating the effective
fitness costs may be more difficult, since the precise phenotype,
anatomical location, and activation state of target cells are not
well defined and may change over the course of infection (30).
Consequently, it may be difficult to unambiguously define the
target cells in R5-tropic infections, although we expect that the
relationships between target cell numbers and growth rates
would still apply. The reversion rate would still reflect the
underlying target cell numbers, while the escape rate would
still be given by the general expression as the balance of fitness
cost and the difference in death rates of infected cells. On the
other hand, the combination of the varying composition of
target cell pool and its varying distribution over the anatomical
compartments, as well as changes in composition of WT and
EM populations, may have a much stronger impact in HIV
infection.
The differences in target pool phenotype and turnover between X4-tropic SHIV and R5-tropic SIV or HIV may result in
target cell numbers following a different time dependence in
these infections compared to that shown in Fig. 7. However,
when a defined population of target cells in the gut was studied
(37), the dynamics of target cell depletion appeared to be
similar to that observed for CXCR4 virus infection (7), suggesting that the dynamics of target cells may be similar when
they can be measured directly. Specifically, memory CD4⫹
T-cells, considered the main targets of HIV, are severely depleted in the chronic infection phase. Thus, the near absence of
reversion to the WT virus in chronic, progressive HIV infection, when the immune pressure due to CTL activity is much
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FIG. 7. Target cell availability determines escape and reversion
kinetics (schematic). (A) The expected rate of reversion varies during
infection with the number of target cells. The highest reversion is seen
immediately after infection, where the basic fitness cost is observed.
However, following the peak of virus, extremely slow reversion is seen
during the nadir of target cells due to low effective fitness cost. The WT
virus arising during this period may die out due to stochastic effects
because its growth rate is negative (asterisk). (B) Varying the effective
fitness cost leads to slow viral escape immediately after infection (white
field), where the mutants can grow faster than the WT only if they have
very low fitness cost or if there is extremely high CTL killing of the WT.
This is followed by a period of extremely low effective fitness cost just
after the peak of virus, where even extremely unfit or weakly killed
viruses may be selected if they are already present. However, if the
mutants appear during this period, they may disappear due to stochastic effects (dark gray field marked with an asterisk). In chronic infection (light gray area) there is an intermediate effective fitness cost
where mutant viruses will escape slowly.
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and that circulating within the host population. Optimal targeting of the CTL response to epitopes with high fitness cost
may be one mechanism to maximize vaccine effectiveness.
Here, we demonstrate the important role played by CD4⫹
target cells for infection in determining the dynamics of escape
and reversion and suggest that this effect needs to be taken into
account when viral dynamics in vivo are studied. Further studies should aim to verify this effect in HIV.
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decreased, can be explained by relatively small target cell pool
at this stage of infection.
The CD8⫹ T-cell response to HIV infection is stimulated by
the presence of virus and can vary greatly with time. In addition, not all CD8⫹ T-cell responses arise simultaneously: some
responses peak early in infection (around the peak of viral
load), while others may develop slowly in chronic infection
(38). For CTL responses that are the highest around the peak
in viral load (and nadir of CD4⫹ T cells during acute infection), maximal killing will coincide with minimal effective fitness cost and lead to extremely rapid selection of EM virus at
this time. However, for responses that peak later in infection,
the peak in killing may coincide with an intermediate effective
fitness cost, slowing viral escape. Importantly, vaccination is
likely to have the effect of bringing forward the peak in CD8⫹
T-cell response; in some cases, it may bring the peak in WT
killing forward in time to coincide with the nadir in effective
fitness cost and lead to rapid escape at an epitope which would
otherwise experience slow escape and more prolonged immune pressure. This hypothesis is testable with future studies
of larger numbers of macaques or human subjects in randomized vaccine trials, for example in the recently stopped adenovirus-recombinant HIV vaccine trial (29). Analyses of the fine
kinetics of T-cell escape and viral loads in subjects that become
infected despite vaccination could identify useful HIV antigens
for future HIV vaccine studies.
Since it is rare for the EM and WT viral loads to be estimated around the peak of viral load in HIV infection, it is not
surprising that the estimated rate of immune escape in HIV is
lower than in SHIV/SIV, where the maximal escape rate is
usually measured just after the peak of viral load (3). Even
when analyses are limited to acute infection, this definition for
HIV can be extremely broad (i.e., up to 6 months). Similarly,
an association between an increased number of escape mutations and a lower CD4⫹ T-cell count suggests that increased
escape is associated with disease progression (5). However, this
analysis may be confounded by the fact that lower CD4⫹ T-cell
levels may lead to lower effective fitness cost, and thus, permit
the selection of EM virus at epitopes with higher fitness cost or
lower killing. Comparison of the frequency of escape mutations in responders (bearing the correct MHC) versus nonresponders has been another means of estimating the rate of
escape and reversion (12, 28). However, these frequencies are
inevitably linked to not only the rate of selection, but also the
timing of mutation (if the mutant is not present in the inoculum). Thus, a WT virus that arises early (i.e., is easily produced
by mutation) will be rapidly selected and dominate from early
infection. However, a WT virus that evolves only later around
the peak of infection may initially be lost due to a minimal
fitness cost of EM virus and a negative overall viral growth
rate. A WT virus that arises even later will only be slowly
selected and may be detected only for a shorter proportion of
the period of infection (and thus, have a lower frequency in the
MHC-negative population and appear to have a low fitness).
Thus, the timing, rate, and frequency of reversion observed in
vivo are governed both by the probability of mutation and by
the effective fitness cost.
The dynamics of immune escape and reversion in vivo
present a complex balance of CTL killing and effective fitness
cost and determine both the viral quasispecies within the host
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